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Sproutpaw is the runt of his litter. How far will he go to prove he's not just a thorn in his Clan' sides? Join
him as he trudges through hard times, involving breaking the warrior code far too many times.
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0 - Characters

The parenthesis are for apprentices and warriors that are named later in the story

SproutClan: Lives in planty area, they enjoy the plants that grow there, and they use them as an
advantage to slow prey and enemies.

Leader: Riverstar- silver tabby tom

Deputy: Moonclaw- pale ginger tom with amber eyes

Medicine cat: Brackenshadow- beautiful dusky gray she-cat

Warriors:

Amberpelt- lightning-yellow she-cat with white flecks under her eyes

Windtail- ginger tom with a blend of gray and black tail

Spottedfoot- flecked white she-cat
apprentice, Fairypaw

Sparrowwing- sandy-colored tabby tom with green eyes

Shadyfoot- white tom with a gray foot
apprentice, Dragonpaw

Sunstripe- muscular yellow tabby tom
(apprentice, Sproutpaw)

Lunargaze- pale-gray she-cat with dull, odd, gray eyes
(apprentice, Flightpaw)

Flowerfur- brown tabby she-cat

Metalstripe- white tabby tom with gray stripes
(apprentice, Songpaw)

Dappledcoat- tortoiseshell she-cat blue eyes
apprentice, Cutpaw

Scratchpelt- battle-scarred gray tabby tom with green eyes
(apprentice, Fluffpaw)



Stormwind- white tom with flecks of gray, black, and ginger

Dewdrop- blue-gray she-cat with blue eyes

Tweetfur- canary-yellow she-cat with white paws

Apprentices:

Fairypaw- small tortoiseshell-and-white she-cat with unusual purple-blue eyes
(Fairywing)

Dragonpaw- silver tom with amber eyes
(Dragonclaw)

Cutpaw- ginger tabby tom with an ugly scar on his right flank
(Cutpelt)

(Sproutpaw- white tom with a green-gray ring around his right eye
Songpaw- silver tabby she-cat
Flightpaw- white tom with silver flecks and blue eyes
Fluffpaw- long-haired white she-cat with amber eyes)

Queens:

Moosepelt- dusky brown she-cat with blue eyes

Elders:

Patchfoot-old gray tabby tom missing fur on his paws

Drenchface- dusky brown she-cat with an incurable cold

Brambletail- dark brown tabby tom, virtually unable to walk

JupiterClan: They hunt best at night, and they use stars to guide them. They are a strange, distant Clan

Leader: Spacestar- distant black and white tom

Deputy: Bonefall- white tom with piercing blue eyes

Medicine cat: Ratclaw- brown tom, formerly a warrior

Warriors:

Rainfall- blue-gray tabby tom
apprentice, Rakepaw (ginger tabby she-cat)



Solarstripe- also distant ginger tabby she-cat with unusual blue eyes
apprentice, Wreckpaw (jet-black tom with green eyes)

DesertClan: They are unusually attached to hot, sandy climates, and their paw pads are specially built
so their paws won't sink into the sand.

Leader: Densestar- soft brown tabby she-cat

Deputy: Cliffface- ginger tabby tom with piercing amber eyes

Medicine cat: Bearpelt- dark brown tabby tom with green eyes

Warriors:

Echofall- black and white she-cat with blue eyes
(apprentice, Sillypaw- pretty ginger she-cat with unusual markings under her eyes)

PuddleClan: They love the rain, and they can scent the easiest in rain.

Leader: Mountainstar- crazy black tom with blazing amber eyes

Deputy: Littlefur- small gray she-cat

Medicine cat: Shockface- odd, dusky brown she-cat with a yellow face
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